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Do you think Vladimir Putin (picture) is a bully? How about Kim Jong-Un (picture)? Our world bubbles over with 

bullies. Most of us can remember bullies from school? Each school seems to have some. Do you carry scars from bullies 

on the walls of your soul? Is there one in your neighborhood? At work? Maybe it’s your boss? It could be the woman in 

the next cubicle. In a sin infested world bullies lurk around every corner.  

  Yet, what we’re often missing today are heroes? The word “hero” is defined as a person that’s admired for their 

courage, outstanding achievements or noble qualities. Anyone can be a hero.  

  For example, 69-year-old William Ayotte (picture) was sitting in his living room in Manitoba, Canada watching TV 

when he heard a scream coming from the direction of his neighbor’s house. “I went to my front door and opened the 

door and I looked outside and about 40 feet away was a bear mauling a woman. This bear had the woman by the head 

and was wagging her around in the air. I couldn’t believe what I was seeing, so I was thinking I’ve got to do something.” 

And he did do something . He grabbed a shovel, ran up to the bear, and hit it square in the eye.  

  Whacking the bear with a shovel didn’t scare it off. The bear now turned its attention to Ayotte, who would have been 

killed if other neighbors hadn’t stepped in and scared it off. But the action won Ayotte a medal for bravery. Yet, Ayotte 

didn’t start the day a hero. When he made the decision to act, he joined a long tradition of everyday people displaying 

exceptional bravery. 

  That compulsion to do “something” in the face of danger, whether it’s a neighbor grabbing a shovel to fend off a bear 

or someone rushing into a fire to save a trapped child happens quite often. We humans respond with either “fight, flight, 

or freeze” in an emergency.  

  We’re picking up our study of 1 Samuel. The first 10 chapters focus on the prophet/judge Samuel. But things were 

changing. The nation had demanded a king so that they’d be just like the other nations, so God gave them a king.  

  Samuel anoints Saul in chapter 10. He’s a tall, good looking guy but Saul doesn’t exactly ooze “king-ness.” If you 

remember when Samuel went to present Saul to the people, no one could find him. It’s hide and seek…Saul is hiding out 

in the luggage. Ultimately, Samuel anoints him as the king.  

  The people wanted a king to fight their battles against their #1 nemesis, the Philistines. Chapter 10 ends in tension. Not 

everyone likes the choice. After the coronation Saul and everyone else goes home. Saul heads back to the farm – fields 

need to be plowed, crops planted. 

  Even when we don’t see God moving, He’s the divine chess player and is always in control. God knew how to bring 

His chosen leader to the forefront and necessary public acceptance. To arrange for Saul’s first anointing, God employed 

lost donkeys; now He uses a brutal threat against the Transjordan Israelite city of Jabesh to bring Saul to center stage.  

  Frequently, heroes come to the forefront during a war. We’re looking at a war that took place 3,000 years ago. There’s 

a clear good guy and an obvious bad one. We know without a doubt which side God was on.  

  Across the Jordan River from Saul’s hometown and 40 miles to the northeast (map) there’s a crisis. So far in 1 Samuel 

we’ve heard about the Philistines who threatened Israel from the west. That threat continued all of Saul’s reign. In 

chapter 11 we’re introduced to another enemy. They came from the east, the Ammonites.  

  Saul taking them on will be, to borrow a phrase from Churchill (picture) in a speech about another bully, the 

Nazis…this will be His Finest Hour.  

  But this story isn’t really about Saul. It’s about God. Behind Saul, it was the Lord who saved His people. It always is. 

The word “save” or “salvation” is used three times in this chapter. It’s a major theme of this account. The reality is that 

we all need saving. Only God can save Israel and only God can save us. If you’re taking notes… 

 

1.Crisis is inevitable. I hate snakes. I know that there are “good” snakes. A couple of weeks ago I saw a snake slithering 

in our back yard. One Ohio woman had an odd hobby of rescuing boa constrictors. She made a 911 call after a newly 

rescued one wrapped itself around her head (picture). A firefighter responded and saw the woman on the driveway. 

Fortunately, he was able to get the snake off of her face by cutting off its head.  

  If you listen, you can hear the hiss of a snake in these first verses: “Then Nahash the Ammonite went up and 

besieged Jabesh-gilead, and all the men of Jabesh said to Nahash, ‘Make a treaty with us, and we will serve you.” But 

Nahash the Ammonite said to them, ‘On this condition I will make a treaty with you, that I gouge out all your right eyes, 

and thus bring disgrace on all Israel.’ The elders of Jabesh said to him, ‘Give us seven days’ respite that we may send 

messengers through all the territory of Israel. Then, if there is no one to save us, we will give ourselves up to you.’ When 

the messengers came to Gibeah of Saul, they reported the matter in the ears of the people, and all the people wept 

aloud” (Vss. 1-4).  



  Information found in the Dead Sea Scrolls inform us that Nahash’s name means “snake.” This snake is a king, the King 

of the Ammonites.  

  Jabesh-gilead is a walled fortified city on the east side of the Jordan about 40 miles from Saul’s home. The majority of 

Israel is on the west side.  

  The Ammonites were perpetual enemies of Israel and distant relatives, descendants of Lot. They were the product of an 

incestuous relationship between Lot and his daughters. They settled east of the Jordan and became Israel’s closest 

neighbor on the eastern side of the country.  

  You may recall that when Israel took possession of the land, two and a half tribes settled east of the Jordan: Reuben, 

Gad, and the half the tribe of Manasseh. A very fertile region was Gilead in Gad and the most prominent city was Jabesh. 

They live right on the doorstep of the Ammonites. When these pagans became territory hungry, they picked on Jabesh.  

  According to other historical sources, King Snake had been hunting down Israelites and when capturing them, would 

gouge out their right eyes. After 7000 of them had escaped to Jabesh-Gilead, his army surrounded the city.  

  Outnumbered, the citizens of Jabesh ask for terms of surrender and King Snake gives his terms. While their lives will 

be spared, after all he needs hard workers to farm the land to provide the necessary taxes, but the men’s right eyes will be 

scooped out insuring they never fight again.  

  This barbarous mutilation was practiced in ancient times to disable a soldier’s depth of perception and peripheral vision. 

A warrior carried his shield in his left hand but that obscured the vision of his left eye. The right eye was necessary for 

battle. A man with no right eye wouldn’t be an effective soldier. This mutilation rendered him useless in battle.   

  It seems that Nahash has bigger designs than Jabesh. He plans to conquer all of Israel. But his motive was also to 

humiliate God’s people. It’s payback.  

  When the Ammonites attacked Israel during the times of the Judges, the Ammonite army had been humiliated in battle 

by Jephthah in Judges 11. Twenty Ammonite cities were captured. With Jabesh under Nahash’s thumb, he’d control all 

Israeli territory east of the Jordan.   

  This all happens in what are the last days of what we call the Judges – a loose confederation of tribes without much 

unity. In the minds of the citizens of Jabesh, it’s unlikely anyone from the west will respond to their plight. But still they 

ask for an opportunity to get help. Nahash is so confident no one will come, like a cat playing with a mouse, he gives 

them seven days.  

  Crises are inevitable. Visit any emergency room and you’ll find people that didn’t plan to be there. Why do we have 

911? Why are EMTs, firefighters and cops necessary? Because crises are inevitable.  

  But if you listen to us, we’re continually surprised when a crisis strikes.  We don’t plan to get sick. We don’t plan to 

have financial issues. We don’t plan for our spouse to walk out or our children to break our hearts. We don’t plan to lose 

our jobs. We like to be in control and call the shots, but we’re not. We must accept that some things are inevitable. Crises 

are one of them.  

  Somehow we forget because of sin human beings aren’t just cruel but brutal to each other. Some of the things posted on 

social media about political enemies is repugnant. Whoever said that “sticks and stones will break your bones but words 

will never hurt you” was wrong. Words hurt.  

  Throughout mankind’s history brutality, hatred, vengeance continues. Every utopian dream eventually collapses before 

the fact that despite history suggesting to us that a previous war was “the war to end all wars,” it didn’t happen. To quote 

Scottish poet, Robert Burns (picture), “Man’s inhumanity to man makes countless [millions] mourn.”  

  From the very genesis of man’s rebellion, the first thing you have is murder, and it’s murder within the family. The 

history of the world confirms this. Nahash’s cruelty is Stalinesque. Joseph Stalin (picture) said, “To choose the victim, 

to prepare the blow with care, to slake an implacable vengeance, and then to go to bed—there is nothing sweeter in the 

world.”  

  Whether it’s because of brutality as seen here or living in a sin contaminated world, the reality is that you’re either in a 

crises, have recently come out of one or are going into one. Crises are inevitable. We can’t control them. While we can’t 

control crises, we can choose how we respond.  

  We could look for human help. Their first response is what I usually do and you usually do. A song that we used to 

sing when I was a child went like this, “Stand up, stand up for Jesus, stand in His strength alone, the arm of flesh will 

fail you, ye dare not trust your own.” But we do trust our flesh. 

  Why will the arm of flesh fail? Because we’re fickle, weak, and self-serving. We look out for our own interests. Outside 

of God, no man can help another. It’s God who wills in us to do what’s right for His good pleasure. He’s the one who 

holds the hearts of kings in His palms and turns them whichever direction pleases Him.  

  But these are the people of God. Wouldn’t you have thought that before sending out messengers, they’d at least have 

had a prayer meeting?  



  Most of us, after complaining that we’re facing a crises, we’ll call a friend. Or we post our woes on social media. If we 

have a therapist, we call them. Some facing a crisis decide the best option is “it’s margarita time.”  

  Apparently, it never occurred to the Jabeshites that God might be interested in their plight. We so easily forget how 

much God loves us and how valuable we are to Him. Jesus said, “Are not two sparrows sold for a penny? And not one of 

them will fall to the ground apart from your Father…Fear not, therefore; you are of more value than many sparrows.” 

(Matthew 10:29, 31). 

  The human condition teeters on the edge of disaster. We’re in trouble most of the time. Those who don’t know they’re 

in trouble are in the worst trouble.  

  Prayer is the language of those in trouble and believe God can save them. As  prayer is practiced, it moves into other 

levels and develops other forms, but trouble—being in the wrong, being in danger, realizing that the foes are too many 

for us to handle—is the basic provocation for prayer.  

  Isaac Bashevis Singer (picture) said, “I only pray when I am in trouble. But I am in trouble all the time, and so I pray 

all the time.” The recipe for obeying “Pray without ceasing” (1 Thes. 5:17) is not a strict regimen but a watchful 

recognition of the trouble we’re in. We move from crisis to crisis.  

  There is no record that they even thought of praying. They forgot to ask God for help. Apparently it didn’t occur to 

them that God might be interested in their problems. They forgot to appeal to God. He would have gotten them out of the 

mess one way or another.  

  We could respond with despair.  “When the messengers came to Gibeah of Saul, they reported the matter in the ears of 

the people, and all the people wept aloud” (vs. 4). It’s not wrong to feel despair. It’s wrong to stay there. The Apostle 

Paul with his suffering and persecutions, struggled with despair. 

  Paul was continually dragged into various synagogues to stand trial before Jewish courts. The punishments he received 

were the prescribed thirty-nine lashes. These floggings could be perilous, especially if they were repeated in close 

succession. Roman authorities three times beat Paul with rods. The fierce opposition he endured from Jewish adversaries 

was a persistent threat to his life. The danger he incurred was so great that he describes it as a heavy load he was unable 

to bear physically. More than that, spiritually he lacked the necessary strength and entered into a state of despair.. He 

expected the end of his earthly life, unless God intervened for him.   

  To “despair of life” means to be so utterly burdened and without strength so as to succumb to the place of accepting 

death as the only possible outcome. To be in despair means to be without a way out; to be so mentally and emotionally 

without hope that death seems inevitable. 

  Several biblical characters battled deep despair; David, Hannah, Elijah, and Paul. Before we conclude that despair is a 

sin or only caused by sin, remember that Jesus experienced sorrow to the point of death. Many well-known pastors have 

experienced deep despair; Charles Spurgeon, D. Martyn-Lloyd Jones and David Brainerd to name a few. So it’s not 

wrong to feel despair, but it’s wrong to stay there. There are some parts of our fallenness we’ll never understand but even 

in despair, our heavenly Father knows fully what He is accomplishing for His glory…even through our despair.  

  Unfortunately, these Israelites who heard about Jabesh started and stopped with despair. That’s the extent of their 

commitment. They’re sad about it, which is to their credit, but nobody makes efforts to raise an army. They never pray 

that God will deliver Jabesh. The people of Gibeah are affectionate and compassionate but useless beyond that, except 

for Saul. 

  Hope delivers us from the afflictions that threaten to drain the very life out of us because its roots grip to the only sure 

foundation: God - God is for us in Jesus Christ (Romans 8:31). It was the promise of ultimate deliverance in Christ that 

breathed life into the suffering apostles so they could continue to press on without human explanation. It’s hope in God 

that will break us free from despair. That’s what Saul brings – hope, not in himself but in God.  

  We could surrender to God. Ephesians 5:18 says, “And do not get drunk with wine, for that is debauchery, but be filled 

with the Spirit.” That verse is simply saying that we’re to be controlled by the Spirit as some are controlled by alcohol. 

But you can’t be controlled by the Spirit if you’re not first surrendered to God. “Now, behold, Saul was coming from the 

field behind the oxen. And Saul said, ‘What is wrong with the people, that they are weeping?” So they told him the news 

of the men of Jabesh. And the Spirit of God rushed upon Saul when he heard these words, and his anger was greatly 

kindled. He took a yoke of oxen and cut them in pieces and sent them throughout all the territory of Israel by the hand of 

the messengers, saying, ‘Whoever does not come out after Saul and Samuel, so shall it be done to his oxen!’ Then the 

dread of the Lord fell upon the people, and they came out as one man” (Vss. 5-7).  

  Did you catch that? The Spirit of God rushed upon Saul. Everything else hinges on that. By the power of God’s Spirit 

the Lord takes a shy, unassuming farmer and makes His leader. This isn’t natural gifting, it’s God. 

  Salvation came not because Israel had a king but because the King had God’s Spirit. The same is true of us. Jesus said, 

“ I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever abides in Me and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit, for apart from 



Me you can do nothing” (John 15:5). It’s not the king that brings deliverance. It’s the Spirit. Israel couldn’t afford to 

miss the point and neither can we. We must be totally dependent on God!  

  It’s why Saul anchors his mission with the spiritual leader of the nation, “come out after Saul and Samuel.” Saul wasn’t 

a king like the other nations. He wasn’t the final authority. His monarchy is under God’s rule.  

  A crisis doesn’t make a person. A crisis shows what we’re made of and more importantly, who we’re depending on. 

Apart from God’s power, we can’t be truly successful. We must be willing to get involved as Saul does, yet we must rely 

on the Spirit not our own abilities.  

  Mention Pearl Harbor or 9-11 and every American knows what you’re referring to. Saul’s hacking up his oxen into 12 

pieces and sending them FedEx to the twelve tribes is a dramatic, unmistakable call to war. A Levite did something 

similar in the book of Judges (19-21). It was a stern warning that if Israelites didn’t rally, then Saul threatens to do to 

their oxen what he’d done to his own oxen. 

  Saul learns of this brutal threat to some of their own people. He’s overwhelmed by the Spirit of God, his righteous 

anger is kindled, and all of a sudden he’s a leader. He’s got a strategy. He didn’t have it before. He hasn’t been doing 

anything at all, really—just wandering around, working on the farm and now here he is. 

  In our angry culture, there’s a vital question touched on here that we should address: How can someone be both angry 

and Spirit-controlled? Anger is a huge problem we all face. It’s our emotional response coming from a moral judgment 

against perceived wrong. But Saul’s anger is a godly response to the mistreatment of God’s people. The Bible also tells 

us that God gets angry and Saul is righteously angry. That tells us that that not all anger is sinful.    

  How do we distinguish between righteous and sinful anger? Godly anger is a response against injustice. For example, 

righteous anger responds when someone innocent is taken advantage of. When we hear of a child being abused, it should 

anger us. But sinful anger is selfish. It’s our reaction when we don’t get our way. We must distinguish between them.  

  How can I safeguard godly anger? Ephesians 4:26-27, “Be angry and do not sin; do not let the sun go down on your 

anger, and give no opportunity to the devil.” We need to handle anger like dynamite – very carefully. Anger is a strong 

emotion so it can over take us quickly.  

  We must deal with anger promptly, “do not let the sun go down on your anger.” Deal with anger biblically – “do not 

sin.” It must be handled with great care. Godly anger never loses control. It’s free from pride, animosity, impatience or 

revenge.      

  This is an idiom. We must deal with problems quickly (while the sun is still up) and not let them fester. Unchecked 

anger leaves the door open for the Evil One to take advantage. Satan knows better than us the fine line between righteous 

and unrighteous anger. He knows how hard it is for us to handle anger properly. Our sin nature so corrupts us that our 

permissive anger quickly turns sinful if we’re not careful. James 1:19-20, “Know this, my beloved brothers: let every 

person be quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to anger; for the anger of man does not produce the righteousness of God.” 

 

2. God always rescues His people. “When he mustered them at Bezek, the people of Israel were three hundred 

thousand, and the men of Judah thirty thousand. And they said to the messengers who had come, “Thus shall you say to 

the men of Jabesh-gilead: ‘Tomorrow, by the time the sun is hot, you shall have salvation.’” When the messengers came 

and told the men of Jabesh, they were glad. Therefore the men of Jabesh said, “Tomorrow we will give ourselves up to 

you, and you may do to us whatever seems good to you.” And the next day Saul put the people in three companies. And 

they came into the midst of the camp in the morning watch and struck down the Ammonites until the heat of the day. And 

those who survived were scattered, so that no two of them were left together” (vss. 8-11). A lot of people showed up for 

battle – 330,000 is a huge number.  

  The point is that everyone showed up! Soldiers came from both Israel and Judah. The Holy Spirit galvanized the nation 

behind Saul. His sudden initiative and leadership ability were not just the work of the Holy Spirit. The sudden 

unanimous support for Saul as the leader when people thought little of him prior to this was also the work of the Holy 

Spirit.  

  The next day, before noon, it’d be over. Saul and his army planned to march the 20 miles from Bezek to Jabesh-gilead 

and cross the Jordan River that night. That way they could avoid detection and strike Nahash’s forces early in the 

morning hours with a surprise attack.  

  Saul put the people in three companies. They attacked during the morning watch and struck down the Ammonites until 

the heat of the day. The morning watch is between 2-6 a.m. The attack began in the wee hours of the morning while the 

Ammonites were literally sleeping. It was like the Israeli Seal Team had hit them. And in a little more than six hours, the 

entire Ammonite army was destroyed. Bodies were strewn everywhere. While Israel came out as one man, no two 

Ammonites were left together. It was a terrible defeat and an amazing victory for God’s people against a brutal, evil 

adversary. 



  But what if Israel hadn’t rallied? What if Nahash had mutilated and enslaved them? We all know that there are prayers 

that seem unanswered.  

  In Philippians 1:21 Paul writes: “For to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain.” Since Paul was in prison awaiting trial, 

he had to face the fact that it was uncertain whether he’d live or die; and to him it made no difference.  

  “Living,” he said, “is Christ to me.” For Paul, Christ had been the beginning of life and Christ had been the continuing 

of life. After meeting Christ, there had never been a day when Paul had not lived in His presence. In his most frightening 

moments Christ had been there to encourage him. Either way, life or death – Paul won – and so do we.  

  I love that Steve Curtis Chapman song, “Not Home Yet.” Christians feel the pull of heaven and yearn for an eternity 

with Christ and going Home. Heaven will be far better than our earthly life, for we’ll be present with our Savior in a 

place devoid of sin, sickness, and death. What we lose in life we’ll gain in heaven. Mark it down. God always rescues 

His people. We always win, whether in life or death.  

 

3. Victory reveals more about us than crisis. “Then the people said to Samuel, ‘Who is it that said, ‘Shall Saul reign 

over us?’ Bring the men, that we may put them to death.” But Saul said, ‘Not a man shall be put to death this day, for 

today the Lord has worked salvation in Israel.” Then Samuel said to the people, “Come, let us go to Gilgal and there 

renew the kingdom.” So all the people went to Gilgal, and there they made Saul king before the Lord in Gilgal. 

There they sacrificed peace offerings before the Lord, and there Saul and all the men of Israel rejoiced greatly.”  

  Remember when George W. Bush (picture) became President and there was a “Not my President” gang. Saul had a 

“Not my king” crowd. Every leader has their share of critics and detractors. Yet now that he’s on top, Saul shows 

kingliness. Saintly Andrew Bonar (picture) used to say, “We must be as watchful after the victory as before the battle.” 

  It’s how you handle your critics, particularly when you’re a winner, which shows your heart. Saul chose not to take 

revenge on the troublemakers who’d questioned his authority. Instead, he focused the people’s attention on the Lord. It 

was a time to celebrate! Saul earned the people’s respect by providing solid spiritual leadership in the face of a terrible 

crisis.  

  It was His Finest Hour. Sadly, it was Saul’s only finest hour. The beginning of his reign was the best of his reign. Like 

many, he began well but as we’ll see over the course of our series, Saul doesn’t end well.  

  I hope that you’ve not had your “finest hour.” Are you looking in your rear view mirror back to your finest hour? It’s 

easy to begin well. But will you end well? By God’s grace and surrendering to Him and letting His Spirit have full reign 

in your life, have a future finest hour, not just a past one. That only comes with a surrendered life to Christ. 

 

Conclusion: The hero in our story isn’t King Saul. It’s King Jesus. Saul saved Jabesh-Gilead. Jesus came to save the 

world.  

  The local scoundrels rejected Saul as king. Most in this world reject King Jesus. But as Saul was the only one who 

could save the people of Jabesh, Jesus is the only One who can save you and me, who can save this world.  

  To be a Christian is to realize your need for God’s salvation, not just forgiveness from your sin but salvation from the 

dangers and temptations of this world – and to call out to God to deliver you.  

  Salvation is the theme in this chapter. The citizens of Jabesh wonder if there is anyone who will save them. Verse 13 is 

the key verse, “For today the LORD has worked salvation in Israel.” While the salvation spoken of here is physical, the 

comparison between physical deliverance and spiritual salvation must not be missed.  

  In a sense, Saul foreshadows Christ who is the ultimate anointed King. Like Saul, Jesus too was empowered by the 

Spirit for ministry as witnessed at His baptism. “When He came up out of the water, immediately he saw the heavens 

being torn open and the Spirit descending on Him like a dove” (Mark 1:10). God the Father works through King Jesus to 

bring deliverance to helpless sinners! The people of Jabesh were surrounded, and felt like they were in a hopeless state. 

As a result, they looked outside of themselves for salvation, and God worked through His anointed king to bring 

deliverance.  

  It’s a beautiful picture of what Christ would do. For you and I were in a seemingly hopeless state, as we were dead in 

our sins, slaves to our sin, and incapable of saving ourselves. We too must look outside of ourselves for salvation. 

Thankfully God made a way through Christ’s cross! Through Jesus He brings us deliverance from slavery, sin, and 

death. How can we respond with anything less than dedication, gratitude, praise, and joy to our great God and King for 

His grace. We, his enemies, are now forgiven and brought into unity with others by His blood.  

  What’s your response to God’s work through King Jesus? If you’ve never turned from your sin and turned in faith to 

Christ, then please, turn in faith to Him today. Realize that you’re in a helpless condition, unable to save yourself. Trust 

that Christ can save you from your sins by His death on the Cross, paying the penalty for your sin.  

  For those who have trusted in Christ’s saving work, what’s our response to His deliverance? Shouldn’t it be dedication, 

gratitude, praise and joy? 



  My friend, Jesus wants to save you from something much worse than mutilation. He wants to save you from your sin 

and guilt. Have you let Him? 

  And if you have, if you’re a Christ-follower, are you surrendered to Him? Are you letting Him use you and work 

through you so that you have past, present and future finest hours. It’s only through surrender to His Spirit that our lives 

make a difference both now and for all eternity! 

 

 

 

 

 


